The main result of this paper is that the left-and rightquotient rings at a hereditary link closed set of prime ideals of a semiprime fully bounded Noetherian (FBN) ring coincide. This was a result already known for nonsemiprime FBN rigns, but a question left open in the semiprime case. A cornerstone of our approach is that the torsion theory determined by a link-closed hereditary set of prime ideals in an FBN ring is "nice", but not necessarily perfect. Some conditions which do produce perfect torsion theories are investigated.
Introduction
In [ 7 ] , Muller showed that for an FBN ring with locally f i n i t e l i n k s , the l e f t and right quotient rings at a hereditary link-closed s e t of prime ideals coincide. Such rings include a l l Noetherian PI rings and a l l FBN rings which are not semiprime [7, Theorem 73» but the question of two-sided quotient rings in semiprime FBN rings was l e f t open (see [ 7 ] , [ S ] ) . In t h i s paper, we show that the l e f t and right quotient rings at a hereditary link-closed s e t of prime ideals of a semiprime FBN ring do coincide (Theorem 8 ) . We also assume familiarity with the ideas of Krull dimension, critical module, basic series, and so on, developed in [3] as well as the definitions of a short right link P ~~> Q and a long right link P ~~> ~~> Q between prime ideals P and Q . (See [6] .) Call P c Spec R link-closed if p ~~> Q and one of P, Q in P implies the other also belongs to P .
We shall begin with a general torsion-theoretic result and then consider two-sided localization in certain factor rings. Out of this comes a useful connection between A(i?) and A(i?) which will then be applied to the question of two-sided localization over a semiprime FBN ring R . Finally we offer some contributions to the study of perfect torsion theories and link-closed hereditary subsets of Spec(i?) . I t is known that a link-closed hereditary subset of Spec(/?) does not necessarily produce a perfect torsion theory. We present some sufficient conditions for this to happen.
We shall require the following result concerning a torsion theory over 
Proof. Let A denote Ag(fl) .
(a) We first show that any basic submodule of a finitely generated Qrtorsion-free module X is closed in the divisible hull of X , D(X) . Let C be a basic submodule of some finitely generated, (J-torsion-free module X (that i s , C is maximal among the a-critical submodules of X where a is the least possible Krull dimension of a nonzero submodule of X ) . Suppose t € D(X)\C and tD c C where D is a dense ideal. C i s uniform [3] and X is torsion-free. Hence IvanS is a prime ideal P c Q for some Q € Q. . If tR € tR\C , trD = 0 would imply t r = 0 , contradiction. Hence tr + C is an essential, hence uniform extension of C . If (tR+C)/C is not critical, i t contains a basic submodule CJC [3] . Let P' = Ann^^/C) . Since P' 3 D , P' is Q.-dense. Now 0 C C q C is a basic series for C . So However, if R is hereditary but non-Noetherian, then any torsion theory whose filter of dense right ideals contains a non-finitely generated right ideal yields a nice injective whose corresponding torsion theory is not perfect.
Two-sided localization in factor rings
In this section we assume that R is FBN, not necessarily semiprime.
We show that under suitable conditions, left-and right-quotient rings coincide for certain factor rings of R . 
PROPOSITION 6. Let Q. ^e an incomparable, link-closed set of prime ideals of an FBN ring R . Then the E-adio and the &(n)-adic topologies on A = A»(i?)
coincide.
Proof. By Propositions 1 and 3, A(i?)/A(ir) i s right (and l e f t )
Artinian for a l l IT and A(i?)/A(£) i s simple Artinian for a l l Q € Q. . 
We claim that for any i , A (o ... Q. A^(QJ)
C
. Q. /T(R)
and j/0 CQ./T{R) . Since Q. 
X X t.-X £/ î s c l o s e d under l i n k s , t h e Q-torsion t h e o r y i s s t a b l e [ ' ] , [ / / ] . Hence, by [ / , Theorem 1 . 2 ] , t h e r e e x i s t s a dense i d e a l D' such t h a t

[yD ) 3 HyD ~D' . Then xyD D' c xDuD c Q . . . Q./\(R) . This implies
Two-sided quotient rings in semiprime FBN rings
The main result of this section is Theorem 8. If R is a semiprime FBN ring and P is a hereditary link-closed set of prime ideals of R , then the left-and right-quotient rings of R at P coincide. We begin with some observations on torsion theories in a semiprime FBN ring. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose R is a semiprime FBN ring with no min-max ideals. If the torsion theory associated with the hereditary set of nonmaximal prime ideals is perfect, then the torsion theory determined by any link-closed set of maximal ideals is perfect.
The converse also holds.
Proof. Let P denote the set of non-maximal ideals and let Q_ be REMARK I. Proposition 12 shows that at l e a s t in the case of a semiprime FBN r i n g , t h e assumption of zero socle in [ 7 , Proposition 15] can be dropped. We do not know whether t h i s i s t r u e for non-semi prime R . 
